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After the motor sport events participated by the Lifan , Lifan has been preparing for the X60 to
participate in the China Offroad Championship from April The Lifan X60 is powered by a
4-cylinder 1. The Lifan X60 was also assembled in Iran and had many problems. One of the
major drawbacks of the car gearbox is the disproportion, especially in first gear, so that the
gearbox gear ratio in first gear is not enough that the car can start moving at the beginning
without vibration. The drivetrain of the Lifan X60 was originally designed for the Lifan , and the
engine was later shared with the heavy body of the X60, and as a result, it performed poorly.
The clutch of the X60 heats up and burns when driving uphill due to the inferior gear ratio of the
gearbox. Lifan Motors website. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
Categories : Lifan vehicles Cars introduced in s cars Compact sport utility vehicles Crossover
sport utility vehicles Cars of China. Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links
Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata Commons category link from
Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community
portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Compact crossover SUV. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Lifan X Sign Out. Join Sign
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this top lifan x60 is set to become one of the most sought-after best-sellers in no time. With the
lowest prices online, cheap shipping rates and local collection options, you can make an even
bigger saving. AliExpress takes pride in making sure that you always have an informed choice
when you buy from one of hundreds of stores and sellers on our platform. Every store and
seller is rated for customer service, price and quality by real customers. Plus you can find out
the store or individual seller ratings, as well as compare prices, shipping and discount offers on
the same product by reading comments and reviews left by users. Every purchase is star-rated
and often has comments left by previous customers describing their transaction experience so
you can buy with confidence every time. You can find store coupons, AliExpress coupons or
you can collect coupons every day by playing games on the AliExpress app. On AliExpress,
great quality, price and service comes as standard â€” every time. By continuing to use
AliExpress you accept our use of cookies view more on our Privacy Policy. You can adjust your
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reserved. Scan or click to download. Auto spare parts clutch kit for Lifan X Auto Spare parts for
Lifan X Clutch Release Bearing for Lifan X We have 6 years experience of exporting auto parts
to the whole world. The company mainly engaged in auto parts one-stop service. For the

LongSheng and more truly pride themselves in every project they do and the outcome thereof.
Made for Lifan Lifan X60 headlight assembly full beam headlight headlamp. Good Quality! S
rearview mirror auto parts for lifan x Lifan parts rear bumper light for Lifan X High quality auto
rear wheel hub bearing A for Lifan X60 X50 Lifan Spare Parts auto bumper for X60 i In this
platform, you're sure to get parts from the leading brands in the world that are particular to your
car's make. With their year and model, accessing these aftermarket lifan x60 is even simpler to
ensure that you don't lack in any way as the client. When you want that car to feel new when
driving, then numerous lifan x60 available will aid your servicing. These aftermarket lifan x60
from Alibaba. The range of exhaust and other engine-turbo modification from this marketplace
can give you a roar to feel sporty. These lifan x60 also come with easy-to-understand manuals,
saving you from mechanic labor fee. With these lifan x60 , you're guaranteed to maintain your
car's stable and new shape. The suitability of these lifan x60 is that they are of little-cost and
maintain the best quality like the OEM. Your motor-vehicle servicing should be as low-cost as
possible and hence the reason for you to access these affordable lifan x The easy to master
manual on how to replace these lifan x60 is also helpful in making you connect with your car
and understand it further. Manufacturers should venture into this space to have unrivaled
access to these parts. The platform promise access to the interior and exterior equipment for
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fashionable and full of dynamism, and offers both a sedan's comfort and an off-road vehicle's
drivability. In terms of technology and quality, it surpasses other competitor recreational SUVs.
Vehicle Head with Anti-Collision Design. The large-size energy-absorbing front bumper and
front anti-collision steel beam, in conjunction with the zones that collapse and corrugate to
absorb energy, maximizes the safety for people in the vehicle in case of collision. X60's external
rear-view mirrors have fairly broad surfaces to enhance driving safety. The external rear-view
mirror is integrated with a turn signal lamp that is decorated with a silvery bright strip. The
configuration is fashionable, and enhances safety in cases of lane change or taking a turn in
urban areas. Option of defrosting function is available for the rear-view mirrors. The design can
effectively eliminate the slip and swing caused by imbalanced braking force. Lifan X60 adopts
the unitary vehicle body that is mainly made of high-strength low-alloy steel plates. In the front
and back of vehicle body, there are stiffened steel plates as well as the zones that collapse to
absorb energy in case of collision. The four doors are equipped with internal anti-collision steel
beams, ensuring the greatest safety for the driver and passengers in cases of collision. The
super-wide-view double LED combination tail lamps are noble in appearance and can emit
bright light to greatly enhance the safety in the back. The tires ensure wonderful drivability
under normal conditions, and also ensure adequate grip and stable braking on wet slippery
roads. As an urban recreational SUV, Lifan X60 adopts MacPherson independent suspension as
its front suspension, and the spatial 3-link independent suspension as its rear suspension. In

terms of the comfort of driving and riding, Lifan X60 surpasses other competitors, because it
can be more accurately controlled. As compared to other competitors, Lifan X60 is more stable
when it takes a turn. Lifan X60's five-speed manual transmission adopts the similar technology
to those found in BMW cars. The synchronizer has three conical surfaces that boost
synchronizing torque and shorten synchronizing time, so the gear shifting is made easier. This
transmission perfectly matches the 1. Lifan X60 adopts a transverse stabilizer bar that is not
found in competitor vehicles. Many vehicle owners would like to install the bar as it can greatly
improve the dynamic stiffness of vehicle body, ensuring the stability in cases of lane change or
taking a turn. Gracious, Fashionable, and Robust Front Face. The front face looks gracious,
fashionable, and robust. X60 is as fashionable as a recreational vehicle, and as robust as an
off-road SUV. The hawk-eye headlamps with a chrome-plated eyebrow are fashionable and offer
a super wide view. The projector-type lower-beam headlamps demonstrate greater
light-gathering ability and light penetration ability. The headlamps in conjunction with beam
height adjustment ensure greater safety of night driving. The X-Shape front bumper is
innovatively integrated with the vehicle body. The front face of vehicle is both fashionable and
dynamic. In addition, the double-color bumper evokes strong association for high speed,
indicating that the vehicle has off-road ability. The wide separable turn signal lamps are inlaid in
the black beehives of the bumper, making artistically beautiful the style and hierarchy of front
face, and also making the turning signal more prominent. The double streamlines on the engine
hood makes the front face of vehicle look more robust and powerful. The strong and durable
sides of X60 are the combination of fashion, nobleness and dynamism. Lifan X60 has a plump
tail. The double-color rear bumper, which is integrated with vehicle body, nicely contrasts with
the front bumper. The wide chrome-plated license plate lamp hood, along with the double LED
combination tail lamps, triggers association for emotion and makes the vehicle highly
fashionable. Lifan X60 around-compartment interior trimmings are both cozy and elegant with
double colors. The interior trimmings follow international trend while meet Chinese aesthetic
standard, making it comfortable and fresh to drive and ride. The vehicle interior, which is
embellished with silvery bright panels at many a place, looks cozy and dynamic. The vehicle
body design adopts the MM concept, namely, "maximum driving and riding space, minimize
mechanical space", to provide sufficient above-head and leg rooms for the driver and
passengers, thus making the driving and riding more comfortable. The outer appearance looks
compact while the interior is spacious. In particular, the above-head and leg rooms of rear-row
seat are fairly spacious and comfortable. The three-dimensional cluster-type instrument panel is
notable for being both simple and fashionable. Driving information is displayed in a very limited
area so that the diver can see it very easily. The indication brightness is adjustable, meeting the
latest design standard for safe driving. The blue background light is pleasant and soft so that
the driving information can be seen easily, leading to greater driving safety. The highly flexible
seats meet the latest ergonomics requirements, and the driver and passengers can maintain the
most comfortable postures. Luxury options such as waist support adjustment, seat height
adjustment, and seat heating are available. Lifan X60 adopts the internationally prevalent 2-DIN
high-fidelity audio system with a large display screen and large buttons that are readily
identified and operated during driving. The six loudspeakers ensure wonderful stereophonic
sound. The vehicle owner can at any time, at any place enjoy wonderful music.
Passenger-Oriented Rear-Row Seats:. The rear-row seats have three independent headrests and
the backrests are adjustable. The
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wide handrails between seats are provided with double cup holders, adding to the riding
comfort. The passengers at rear row can adjust the sitting posture at will and can choose to sit
or lie comfortably. The trunk with a large opening, a low edge and a flat bottom makes it easier
for the vehicle owner to place and pick up luggage. If necessary, the backrest can be partly or
fully tilted forward to accommodate more passengers or goods. For purpose of privacy
protection, the trunk is equipped with a curtain, which prevents the luggage from being seen
outside. The air-conditioning system adopts a layered evaporator which is the most advanced
and popular in the world. In addition to high heat exchange efficiency, the system has the
advantage of saving engine power and reducing energy consumption. The air-conditioning
system adopts large-size rotary button, so it is easy to control. Parameter of Lifan X60
Powertrain 1. Turning radius m Dimension parameter Power train system Chassis system.

